
GROWTH in pay has been flat over
the past year for most call centre
jobs. However, there have been
increases for senior customer
service advisors and for roles

which are focussed on driving business
performance, including training managers and
information analysts.

This year, our survey was conducted
during a period of cautious
economic recovery after a sharp
focus by many employers on
cost control in 2009. The
economic downturn led to
heightened job
insecurity and – in line
with this – employers
reported less difficulty
with recruitment and
retention and a drop
in turnover and
absences. As the
economy shows
signs of recovery,
however, f irms are
having to re-engage
with their employees and
focus on the measures
required to retain key staff.

Minimum salary levels have
shown the most growth, while
maximum salary levels have remained
flat. This is in response to growing
recruitment problems, though staff retention
continues to be less of a problem compared to
last year. 

Matched sample Nearly seven out of 10 (68
per cent) of companies that replied to this
year’s survey were also respondents in 2009,
creating a robust matched sample. Our
analysis presents a clearer view of what has

actually happened to pay and supports the
findings of the overall survey results. They

show that there has been very small growth for
salary levels for entry-level CSAs, with most
organisations making adjustments to minimum
salaries, while maximum salaries have stayed
at 2009 levels. However, according to the
matched sample analysis, there has been
stronger pay growth for senior CSAs over the
past year.

According to the matched sample,
minimums of pay ranges for entry level CSAs
have increased by 2.2 per cent at the median,
from £13,500 to £13,800 in 2010. This is ahead
of the growth rate of 1.5 per cent monitored in
the survey as a whole. Maximum salaries in

the matched sample show a decline,
with a median maximum salary of

£17,000 in 2010, compared to
£17,800 in 2010.

Call centre managers’
salaries have shown

little growth over the
past year, and the
matched sample
analysis confirms
this finding. While
there is sl ight
growth in the
average salaries
for call centre
managers, the

median f igures
show pay growth is

flat. Like other call
centre roles, there has

been some small growth
for minimum salaries, while

maximum salaries have actually
fallen back.

Senior CSAs Data on pay levels for senior
CSAs in the matched sample shows that there
has been stronger growth compared to that for
entry level CSAs over the past 12 months.
Median midpoint salaries for senior CSAs have
grown by 2.3 per cent from £17,400 in 2009 to
£17,800 in 2010. Average midpoint salaries
have shown slightly more growth, with salaries
increasing by 3.4 per cent to £18,100 in 2010.

Improving business performance Pay for
training managers and information analysts –
roles focussed on improving business
performance – have both shown some growth
over the last 12 months. This year’s survey
shows that salaries for management
information analysts have grown by 2 per cent
since 2009. At the median, the midpoint salary
has increased from £24,500 to £25,100 this
year. Most of this growth has taken place at
the minimum of pay ranges where our survey
findings show there has been growth of
around 7 per cent year-on-year. Maximum
salaries have also risen, but less than
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Pay standstill for you and increases
for others as the economy shows
signs of recovery
Your salary has shown virtually no growth…but call
centres are starting to consider increasing staff numbers.
Lois Wiggins, of Incomes Data Services, has this
exclusive report on IDS’ 14th call centre survey

Customer service
advisor, entry level

Customer service
advisor, higher level

Team leader

Team manager

Management
information analyst

Training manager

Call centre manager

Source: IDS

Average pay in UK call centres 2010 (£pa) and % change

£15,700  0.0%

£17,600  0.0%

£21,900  -0.9%

£27,000  0.7%

£25,100  2.4%

£32,900  3.5%

£41,800  1.0%

Compiled from figures supplied by all respondents; see also the chart for the matched
sample on next page. In percentages figures are rounded to nearest whole number.

Employers are starting to consider
increasing staff numbers and are

often finding recruitment more
difficult than last year

Please turn to  page 16 ➲
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